
RiderWest 

BMW K1200LT LED Saddlebag 
Reflector Conversion Kit—Version 2 

 NOTE This kit is a new version of the LED Saddlebag kit—it does not require 
the two 68Ω, 5 watt resistors the previous kit used—the resistors are now built 
into the reflectors. You can now safely test the reflectors by applying 12 to 14 
volts directly across the red (hot) and black (ground) wires. 

This kit includes all the necessary parts to convert the existing K1200LT 
saddlebag reflectors to LED lighted reflectors that act as both running lights and 
turn signals. The instructions generally show photos for the right side of the bike; 
don’t forget to repeat everything for the left side. 

 TIP It’s a good idea to read a section all the way through and study the photos 
before you start drilling or cutting so you know what to expect. 

If you have any questions about this kit, contact support@riderwest.com. You can 
download a full color version of this document from www.riderwest.com.
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What you get 
Check all the parts that came with your kit before you begin. Your kit should 
contain: 

• (2) Reflector assemblies 
• (2) 4’ pieces of red and black zip cord (wire) 
• (4) Piggy-back adaptors, crimp-type 
• (2) Female connectors, crimp-type  
• (4) Butt connectors, crimp-type  
• (4) Cable ties, 8” 
• (1) Hi-tech reflector removal tool (dental floss) 
• (2) Pieces of 3” x 6” black adhesive sheeting 
• Detailed instructions (what you’re reading now) 

What you need 
To install this kit, you need the following tools and supplies: 

• T-25 Torx wrench (from the LT’s toolkit—for removing license plate 
holder) 

• 5mm Allen wrench (from the LT’s toolkit—for removing ’05 and later 
taillights) 

• 10mm socket (from LT toolkit—for removing ’04 and earlier taillights) 
• Crimping tool (for standard, automotive-type crimp connectors) 
• Small scraper (such as a narrow chisel or flat screwdriver blade) 
• Needle-nose pliers (for grabbing wires or ends of cable ties) 
• Dental pick (or other sharp pointy thing) 
• Goof Off or acetone (tape residue remover) 
• Drill with ¼” and 3/16” bits 
• Small amount of silicone caulk 

 NOTE Though this kit contains crimp-style connectors for making 
electrical connections, you can, if you prefer, solder the connections and 
insulate with heat shrinkable tubing. 
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Section 1: Removing the Reflectors and 
Residual Tape 
Start by removing the old reflectors. Be careful and you can send them to 
Rider West for cash—we’ll clean them up and reuse them in kits (they must 
be in perfect condition—no scratches on the red plastic part). Instructions 
for returning them are at the end of this document. 

1. The reflectors are held in place by double-sided tape. Work the 
enclosed piece of dental floss behind one end of a reflector using a 
dental pick or small screwdriver (see Figure 1—the white lines 
converging toward the right are the floss). Be very careful not to 
scratch the red part of the reflectors if you plan on sending them 
to us for cash. 

 
Figure 1: Dental floss worked behind reflector. 

2. When the floss is all the way behind one end, pull it toward the other 
end. The reflector comes right out. Figure 2 shows the reflector 
removed and the tape residue left on the saddlebag. 

 
Figure 2: Reflector removed—tape residue left on saddlebag. 
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3. Clean up the tape residue by using your fingernail or sharp scraper 
(such as a small chisel or screwdriver) to scrape as much of the tape 
off the saddlebag as you can. It doesn’t matter if you scratch the 
area where the tape is (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Using a scraper to remove the remaining tape. 

4. If necessary, clean up any remaining residue by rubbing with the Goof 
Off or acetone (see Figure 4). It’s okay to leave a small amount of 
tape residue—just get all the high spots. 

 
Figure 4: All remaining tape residue removed. 

5. Repeat this section for the other side of the bike. 

 NOTE It’s not necessary to remove the tape residue from the 
reflectors in order to send them to Rider West. We’ll clean them up. 
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Section 2: Mounting the LED Reflectors 
Before mounting the new reflectors, note that on the front of each one is 
the word “TOP.” Consequently, with the LEDs and wires installed, there is a 
left reflector and a right reflector. Be sure to use the correct one for each 
side (the wires go toward the back of the bike). 

1. Align a reflector assembly with the saddlebag—keep the wires toward 
the back of the bike. Note where the hole for the wires should be 
drilled. At that spot, drill a ¼” hole (see Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Determining where to drill the hole for the wires. 

2. Test fit the reflector, inserting the wires into the drilled hole (see 
Figure 6). Note how the wires come through the saddlebag door (see 
Figure 7). Make sure they slide easily through the hole. 
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Figure 6: Test fitting the reflector. 

 
Figure 7: Wires poking through inside the saddlebag. 
 

3. Remove the reflector and use a sharp blade to remove the protective 
plastic from the double-sided adhesive tape. Insert the wires in the 
hole, and firmly press the reflector into its mounting space (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Reflector/LED assembly installed. 

4. Install the reflector on the other side of the bike—you should have 
both reflectors installed before continuing. 

Section 3: Removing the Taillight Assembly 
1. Remove the rear taillight assembly by removing the two bolts that 

secure it. Access the bolts (one per side) by opening each saddlebag 
door. The bolts are in the rear, vertical edge of the saddlebag. Figure 
9 shows a bolt for 2004 and earlier LTs (use a 10 mm socket), and 
Figure 10 shows a bolt for 2005 and later LTs (use a 5 mm Allen 
wrench). 

 
Figure 9: Taillight assembly bolt for 2004 and earlier LTs (10mm socket). 
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Figure 10. Taillight assembly bolt for 2005 and later LTs (5mm Allen wrench). 

2. Carefully remove the taillight assembly and unplug the taillight wiring 
connector. Lay the taillight assembly out of the way (you don’t want to 
step on it).  

3. Remove the license plate holder by removing the two T-25 screws that 
secure it, swinging the top out toward you, and unhooking the bottom. 

4. While you’re back there, for easy access while running the wires, 
remove the eight T-25 screws that hold the back panel of the bike in 
place. There are three screws in each saddlebag area and two in the 
license plate area. Removing these screws allows you to gently pull the 
plastic back and reach behind the saddlebags to run the wires. 

Section 4: Drilling more Holes 
To run the wires behind the saddlebag and up to the taillight area, you need 
to drill another hole in each saddlebag door, a hole in each bike-part of the 
saddlebag, and two holes in the taillight area. 

1. Drill a ¼” hole in the piece of plastic on the saddlebag door near where 
the wires come out from the reflector (see Figure 11). Keep the hole 
low, toward the saddlebag door. Do both sides of the bike. 

CAUTION On the 2005 and later LTs, there is a wiring harness 
running on the other side of the plastic where you’re drilling. Hitting it 
is not a good idea! Keep the hole low, but just above the wiring 
harness. 
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Figure 11: Drilling hole for wires. 

2. Drill a 3/16” hole in the rear edge of the saddlebag (about 4.5” up 
from the hinge) through which you’ll fish the wires behind the 
saddlebag (see Figure 12). Be sure the hole is toward the rear of the 
saddlebag door seal. Do both sides of the bike. 

 
Figure 12: Drilling hole behind the saddlebag. 

3. Drill two holes (one on each side) in the area where the taillight 
assembly mounts (see arrow in Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Hole for wires in the taillight area. 

Section 5: Running the Wires 
Refer to Figure 14 and Figure 15. Don’t forget to repeat for both sides. 

1. Run a piece of the zip cord as follows (it may be easier to feed the 
wires through the holes if you first strip the ends of the wires and 
twist them together): 

a. Push the wires through the ¼” hole in the saddlebag door near the 
wires coming from the reflector (see Figure 14). On 2005 and later 
models, run the wires above the existing wiring harness. (Use a 
needle-nose pliers to grab the wires.) 

b. Push the wires through the 3/16” hole going behind the saddlebag. 
Pull the plastic back panel back slightly and you can grab the wires 
with your hand. 

c. Feed the wires up to and through the 3/16” hole in the taillight 
assembly area (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 14: Wires going through ¼” hole in saddlebag door. 

 
Figure 15: Wires coming from behind saddlebag and through hole in taillight area. 
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Section 6: Connecting the Wires in the 
Saddlebags 

1. Pull the wire into the taillight area so there’s about 5” of wire left in 
the saddlebag door (as in Figure 14, above). 

2. Separate the end of the zip cord for about two inches and strip about 
¼” of insulation from each wire. Note that the wires coming from the 
reflectors are already stripped and tinned. 

3. Put one end of either black wire into a butt connector and crimp. Put 
the other black wire in the other end of the same butt connector and 
crimp. Do the same for the red wires (see Figure 16). 

4. Neatly tuck the wire into the channel (see Figure 17). Later on, after 
you’ve tested everything, you’ll cover the wires with the black 
sheeting. 

5. Repeat this section for the other saddlebag door. 

 NOTE If you prefer, you can solder the wires, and insulate with heat 
shrinkable tubing or liquid tape. 

 
Figure 16. Connecting the wires in the saddlebag door. 
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Figure 17. Wires tucked into channel. 

Section 7: Securing the Wires to the 
Frame 

1. Adjust the wire so there is about 8” of wire from the saddlebag door 
to the 3/16” hole going behind the saddlebag. 

2. At the ¼” hole, fold the wire toward the top of the saddlebag door 
and put a sharp kink in the wire (see Figure 18). 

3. Towards the bottom of the saddlebag door, put another kink in the 
wire. The idea is to make the wire fold into channel when the door is 
closed. Close and open the door several times, making sure the wire 
goes into the channel. Adjust as necessary. 

 
Figure 18. Wires folded so they don’t get pinched when saddlebag door is closed. 
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4. Position the wires along the vertical tubing in the license plate holder 
area and secure with two 8” cable ties (see Figure 19). Trim the cable 
ties to make a neat job. You should have at about 12” of wire coming 
out of the hole in the taillight area. 

5. Repeat this section for the other side of the bike. 

 
Figure 19. Wires secured to tubing with cable ties. 
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Section 7: Preparing the Taillight Assembly 
1. Remove the non-brown (it should be blue) wire from each turn signal 

socket (see Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20: Taillight and turn signal sockets. 

2. Remove the wire connected to the terminal marked #58 (see Figure 
21) on each of the taillight sockets. Note that the lugs on the taillight 
sockets are a little smaller than the lugs on the turn signal sockets. 

NOTE Some early model bikes don’t have numbers on the sockets. If 
your sockets don’t have numbers, you want the taillight wire (not the 
brake light wire). To locate the correct wire, temporarily reconnect 
the taillight assembly, turn on your taillights, and remove one of the 
wires and see if the taillight goes out. It should be the gray wire with 
the blue stripe. 

 
Figure 21: Taillight socket terminal numbers. 
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3. Cut off the small connectors on the two wires that used to go to the 
taillight sockets, strip the wire, and crimp on one of the supplied 
female connectors (see Figure 22). 

4. Let the wires hang loose for now and set aside the taillight assembly. 

 
Figure 22: Standard push-on, female crimp connector. 

Section 8: Connecting and Testing the LEDs 
To facilitate connecting more than one wire to the socket lugs, you’ll be 
attaching piggyback adapters (see Figure 23) to wires coming from the LED 
reflectors. The piggyback adapters have an extra lug for an additional wire. 
The original BMW wire will go on the extra lug. 

 
Figure 23. Piggyback adapter 

1. Separate each zip cord for several inches. 

2. Attach a piggyback connector to each zip cord wire (strip off ¼” of 
insulation (if not already stripped), insert into a piggyback adapter, 
and crimp). 

3. Prop up or have a helper hold the taillight assembly near the back of 
the bike. 

4. Connect the two halves of the taillight main wiring connector. 

5. Push the piggyback adapters from the two red wires onto the taillight 
socket lugs; the left wire to the left socket and the right wire to the 
right socket. 
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6. Push the piggyback adapters from the two black wires onto the turn 
signal socket lugs; the left wire to the left socket and the right wire 
to the right socket. 

7. Connect the original taillight and turn signal wires to the piggyback 
lugs on their respective sockets. 

8. Turn the ignition key on. Everything should light up, including the 
saddlebag reflectors. If nothing lights up, you don’t have the wiring 
harness connector pushed all the way in. If a reflector doesn’t light 
up, you may not have a butt connector or piggyback adapter making 
proper contact. Correct any problems. 

9. Try your turn signals—the reflectors should blink alternately (wig-
wag) with the rear turn signals. 

Technical Note If you curious as to why this wiring scheme works (note 
that the LED reflector is not connected directly to ground) see the Wiring 
Details document in the Support section of our Web site 
(www.riderwest.com). 

Section 9: Finishing Up 
1. When everything works like it’s supposed to, push the taillight 

assembly into its mounting space, being careful to engage the plastic 
tab at the top. Also, be careful not to pinch any wires. Replace the 
bolts that hold in the taillight assembly. Don’t over-tighten the bolts. 

2. From the bottom, apply a little caulking to the holes going into the 
taillight area (to keep moisture out). 

3. Reinstall the license plate holder.  

4. Make sure the plastic near the butt connectors in the saddlebag doors 
is clean. Cover with the black adhesive sheeting supplied (see Figure 
24). 

5. Figure 25 shows how the finished reflector looks after installing the 
LED kit. Go for a ride. 
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Figure 24. Wires covered with adhesive sheeting in saddlebag door.  

 
Figure 25. Reflector with LEDs on. 

Cash for your old Reflectors 
If your old reflectors are in like-new condition (absolutely no scratches or 
defects—please examine them carefully under a bright light) you can send 
them to RiderWest and we’ll send you a check for $15.00 (you don’t have to 
clean the excess tape off the backs—we’ll do that). No prearrangement is 
necessary. Just send them with your name and address (postage-paid—no 
C.O.D.s accepted) to: 

   Rider West 
   759 Roberta Street 
   Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

 NOTE If you include your e-mail address, we’ll let you know when we 
receive your reflectors and when your check has been mailed. Also, any 
comments/suggestions about the kit are welcome. 
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